
Spelling Lesson 15 – Ecology of Kids  

tiniest  Sentence: The smallest of the kittens is the tiniest. Definition: the smallest and most miniature 

hobbies  Sentence: Fishing is one of the hobbies I do for fun. Definition: pursuits performed for fun or 
relaxation 

copied  Sentence: I copied the homework into my notebook. Definition: made a reproduction of  

countries  Sentence: The dual citizen lives in two countries. Definition: nations or lands  

pitied  Sentence: I pitied the poor stray dog and took him in. Definition: felt sorry for someone or something  

easier  Sentence: It's easier to ride a bike than a unicycle. Definition: less difficult in comparison  

laziest  Sentence: The laziest person never does any work. Definition: slowest moving, least productive and 
active  

families  Sentence: Similar species belong in the same families. Definition: classifications of biological species 

spied  Sentence: I spied an eagle with my eyes. Definition: saw or noticed by looking  

happiest  Sentence: The winning team was the happiest team. Definition: characterized by the most 
contentment  

ladies  Sentence: The ladies wore matching dresses and lipstick. Definition: women in general, polite women 
or noble women  

friendlier  Sentence: She is nicer and friendlier than her sister. Definition: more sociable or nice  

studied  Sentence: She studied her math book for the test. Definition: to learn by reading and reviewing  

busier  Sentence: The shop is busier today because of the sale. Definition: more active or crowded in 
comparison  

breezier  Sentence: The palms swayed more the breezier it became. Definition: having more or stronger wind  

prettiest  Sentence: Beautiful roses make the prettiest bouquets. Definition: nicest looking, most beautiful  

noisier  Sentence: Your car is noisier, or louder, than mine. Definition: being more loud, making more racket  

healthier  Sentence: A green plant is healthier than a brown one. Definition: in better physical state, or better 
for you  

butterflies  Sentence: Butterflies are insects like colorful moths. Definition: insects with broad, colorful wings  

funniest  Sentence: The funniest story made us laugh the most. Definition: most humorous or amusing 


